The dominant role of the »new consensus models« in central banks ' policymaking 
Introduction
In the last two decades, the theoretical and practical concern of monetary and interest rate policy-making has encapsulated the main ingredients of the »new consensus models« (NCMs). The NCMs combine a range of features that are the outgrowth of a synthesis of new classical macroeconomics, new Keynesian macroeconomics, monetarism and the real business cycle theory (Goodfriend/King 1997 , Allsopp/Vines 2000 , Goodfriend 2007 , Blanchard 2008 , Woodford 2003 ). These models suggest to central banks that they should put into practice »inflation-targeting« strategies and to use a policy reaction function based on a »Taylor-type interest rate rule« in order to adjust their policy rate towards a »natural« interest rate, so as to respond to output gaps and to deviations of actual inflation from their inflation-target (see e.g. Taylor 1993 , Clarida et al. 1999 , Romer 2000 , Woodford 2003 , Carlin/Soskice 2006 . This restricted discretionary use of the Taylor-type interest rate rule is hypothesised to be an »optimal« monetary policy operating procedure that primarily ensures price stability and, in turn, output stability in the short-run. In the long run, monetary policy is assumed to be neutral, affecting only the inflation rate. On the other hand, fiscal policy is downgraded and conceptualised as a tool to supplement the inflation-targeting strategy (Arestis/Sawyer 2004 , Angeriz/Arestis 2009 ).
On the contrary, post-Keynesian economists 1 argue that »inflation-targeting« monetary strategies and the Taylor-type interest rate rules have contributed to the moulding of an unstable and crisis-prone variant of capitalism. The last decade or so, and in the light of the dominant role of NCMs in macroeconomic theory and especially in monetary policymaking, two kinds of post-Keynesian alternative interest rate rules have been put forward, namely the »activist rules« and the »parking-it rules«.
The present paper aims to contribute to the discussion concerning the formulation of a post-Keynesian interest rate policy. Our approach differs from the »activist« and the »parking-it« approaches, in so far as we suggest the use of central bank's policy rate to determine the interest income of the rentier sector, as well as a tax-based incomes antiinflationary mechanism that extends incomes policy to incorporate rentiers' interest income. In this mechanism, a specific value should be set for the lending interest rate, which must be determined by what we call a »conventional productivity improvement«, in order to contain inflation and the destabilising distributional role of rentiers' income. By so doing, we set out a simple macroeconomic model that deserves consideration on the possible distributional/ demand effects of rentiers' interest income in a post-Keynesian economy. In light of this objective, we do not deal with the distributional effects of variations in the mark-up owing to changes in the interest rate, as well as with the effects of new borrowing on the effective demand and output. For these issues see the studies by Hein and Ochsen (2003) , Hein (2006 Hein ( , 2007 Hein ( and 2008 , Palley (1994) , Dutt (2005 and and Bhaduri et al. (2006) .
The remainder of the paper is as follows: In Section 2 we describe the major assumptions and features of the model and derive the short-run goods market equilibrium as well as the distributional and income effects of variations in the interest rate, taken as given are the debtincome ratio of workers and entrepreneurs, the wage share and the mark up. Section 3 briefly reviews the main arguments and suggestions made by the »activist« and the »parking-it« approaches. A detailed critical appraisal of these approaches is out of the scope of this paper. Then we sketch a post-Keynesian approach to interest rate policy, which i) represents a 1 Post-Keynesians have criticised NCMs and have developed alternative models and policy suggestions. See e.g. Lavoie/Seccareccia (2004) , Gnos/Rochon (2006) , Lavoie (2006) , Arestis (2006) , Rochon/Setterfield (2007) , Kriesler/Lavoie (2007) , Lima/Setterfield (2008) , Arestis/Sawyer (2008) , Hein et al. (2009) , Hein/Stockhammer (2010) .
clear break with inflation-targeting and the Taylor-type interest rate rules; ii) carries out the post-Keynesian political program of full employment and a move towards a more civilised social order; iii) is not exhausted by the fine-tuning of the economy; iv) aims to stimulate entrepreneurship and productive investment in line with Keynes's social theory and political philosophy. Finally, Section 4 summarizes and concludes.
Potential roles of the interest rate in a post-Keynesian economy 2
We assume a short-period 3 closed economy without any state activity, which has the following features: 1) It describes a money/debt-using economy that incorporates three major institutional sectors/social groups: Keynes's (1923 Keynes's ( , 1925 Keynes's ( and 1936 investing class or rentiers, i.e. wealthy individuals, private banks, financial institutions; entrepreneurs, or »active class«, which runs industrial activities; and the labour class. Entrepreneurs are supposed to establish, apart from money wage and price contracts, financing (debt and interest rate) contracts with rentiers to overcome the gap between their expenditures for the means of production and the realization of sales revenue. Further, we assume that workers may also need to establish financing contracts with rentiers to finance part of their consumption expenditures. If such contracts to finance investment and consumption are recognised, then, as Minsky (1982 and 1986) has remarked, aggregate private spending will be crucially influenced by the financial structure of an economy and the cash outflow commitments of debt holders and their ability to repay certain quantities of money at specific future dates. For this reason, the existence of the endogenously-created money contracts by rentiers that influence cash outflow has a significant role in the expenditure and production activities. Furthermore, as Keynes has pointed out, debt and interest rate contracts are likely to generate an actual divergence of interests and conflicts between the rentiers and the »active earning classes« of workers and entrepreneurs (Davidson 2007) . Furthermore, we consider the distribution of power in society to be a crucial determinant of the money wage, price and interest rate settings among workers, entrepreneurs and rentiers.
2) Changes in effective demand determine output and employment in the short run and the long run, as is assumed by post-Keynesian macroeconomic theory. There is no 2 Since the 1980s, there has been an increasing interest in introducing monetary variables, i.e. debt, interest rates and interest payments into post-Keynesian-Kaleckian models of distribution and accumulation, see e.g. Dutt (1989 and , Mott (1989) , Jarsulic (1990) , Lavoie (1992 Lavoie ( , 1993 Lavoie ( and 1995 , Dutt/Amadeo (1993) , Hein (2006 Hein ( , 2007 Hein ( and 2008 . 3
For simplicity, we assume that there is one type of commodity produced that can be used for both consumption and investment purposes. We also hypothesize that capital stock, technology and labour productivity are exogenously given.
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3) Inflation is assumed to be primarily cost-determined and the outcome of conflicting claims over the distribution of income (see e.g. Dutt 1992 , Palley 1996 , Lavoie 2002 , Cassetti 2002 , Lima 2004 , Arestis/Sawyer 2005 , Hein 2008 , Setterfield 2007 . 4 Thus, given the productivity relations, a rise in the money income claims of one of the social groups in question is likely to generate inflationary pressures, which, sequentially, are associated with changes in income distribution. In the post-Keynesian literature attention is primarily focused on the wage-price setting and the incomes conflict between wages and profits, or workers and entrepreneurs. In this paper, we place emphasis on rentiers' interest income and the role that the distributional effects of the interest rate is likely to have on the inflation-generating process (see also Hein 2006 , Hein/Stockhammer 2010 . 4) Following the post-Keynesian monetary literature, we hypothesise that there is no nonmonetary »natural« interest rate, which equilibrates the money or the loanable funds market (Seccareccia 1998 , Arestis/Sawyer 2008 . Instead, in our analysis the interest rate is perceived to be a determinant of the distribution of income (Rogers 1989 , Lavoie 1992 , Argitis 2001 , Hein 2008 . Our model considers two specific interest rates: the lending interest rate and the central bank's policy rate. The nominal lending interest rate, r, is hypothesised to be set by the rentier sector (actually by the banking sector) as a mark-up, m > 1, over central bank's policy rate, i, that is, r = mi. 5 Then the rentier sector provides the credit demanded by workers and entrepreneurs who are considered creditworthy at this interest rate. 6 The central bank's nominal policy rate is administrated in response to a variety of economic, liquidity, social and political pressures. Rentiers' mark-up is assumed to vary according to (a) the dealings between the rentier sector and the entrepreneurs and workers and their relative strength; (b) the risk premium that is associated with rentiers' liquidity preferences (or animal spirits), their confidence and expectations over the future interest rates; c) the underlying regulatory and institutional framework of the banking system. Let us now define the structure of the model. Equation (1) provides that nominal national income, Y, equals the nominal income received by entrepreneurs, Y E , and workers, Y w , minus the interest payments paid for their stock of debt, which is equal to the nominal income received by the rentier sector, Y R :
4
At this point, we would like to make clear that any attempt at modelling the inflation-generating process in a money/debt-using economy is outside the scope of this paper. 5 This is a standard hypothesis in the post-Keynesian monetary literature. See e.g. Rousseas (1985) , Moore (1988) , Lavoie (1992) , Sawyer (2005) , Lima/Meirelles (2003 and , Hein (2008) , Hein/ Stockhammer (2010). 6 Needless to say that there is not a unique lending interest rate, but many interest rates as a result of different features of debt contracts. In spite of the fact that our level of abstraction is a significant limitation of our analysis, it is necessary in order to simplify reality and to develop our argument.
(1)
Y E is determined endogenously from macroeconomic conditions and is equal to: 
Having assumed that workers have accumulated debt, then a part of their wage bill W is used for paying their debt commitments. Therefore, workers' nominal disposable income, Y W , equals the wage bill minus the interest payments paid to rentiers, rD w , 7 where D w is workers' stock of debt:
The income of the rentier sector, Y R , is equal to interest payments 8 received from lending to entrepreneurs and workers, which are determined by the lending interest rate r and the total stock of debt, D E + D W , that is given in the short-run:
Equation (6) gives us the total consumption. Following Kalecki (1971) , we assume that c W = 1 while 1 > c E , c R > 0. A distributional implication of this hypothesis is that whenever income is re-distributed at the expense of workers, consumption decreases. Besides, bearing in mind Keynes's argument that the rentier class constitutes society's richer section with the more inflexible standards of life (Lavoie/Secceraccia 1988) , the effects of changes in income distribution in favour of Y R on aggregate consumption are likely to be unfavourable.
Equation (6) abstracts from workers' new borrowing possibilities and its macroeconomic implications in order to pinpoint the distributional effects of the interest rate and of the accumulated stock of debt. By means of this simplification, we consider the stock of debt only as a monetary-distribution channel that negatively affects consumption during the debt-burdened period of the cycle, while we do not deal with the effects of new debt contracts on consumption. Other studies have also underlined the important cyclical role that the availability of new credit is likely to have on consumption. For instance, Palley 7
Note that for simplicity we assume that workers and entrepreneurs borrow form banks/rentiers at the same interest rate. 8
In this paper we do not deal with other sources of non-interest rentiers' income, i.e. from holding other liquid financial assets, capital gains and speculation.
(1994), Dutt (2005 and and Bhaduri et al. (2006) note that easier access to consumer credit is a factor that has expansionary effect on workers' consumption, and it hence might compensate for changes in the distribution of income at the expense of workers, especially during the business cycle upswing. However, as Palley (1994) and Bhaduri et al. (2006) argue, the expansionary effect of consumer borrowing is likely to be mitigated in the long run by raising the interest payment commitments that reduce households' consumption, generating the contractionary phase of the cycle. Equation (7) relies on Fazzari et al. (1988 Fazzari et al. ( , 1998 Fazzari et al. ( and 2008 9 and gives us a simple investment function, which, as in the case of consumption, pays attention only to the importance of cash flow and income distribution on investment decisions:
α 0 is the exogenous investment, which reflects Keynes's idea of entrepreneurs' animal spirits; the parameter α 1 reflects, in Minsky's (1982 and 1986 ) and Kalecki's (1937) spirit 11 , the influence of the internal funds available for investment expenditures.
12 Equation (7) captures several key features of Minsky's investment theory. First, the stock of accumulated debt incurred to finance past investment activities is likely to constrain current investment spending because of contractual debt service and the distributional effect of the lending interest rate. Minsky described this effect »as the way in which the financial trails of past investment affect current investment« (Fazzari et al. 2008: 560) . Second, greater internal cash flow raises the amount of investment that entrepreneurs can undertake without incurring the risks and costs associated with external finance. Third, variations in the nominal lending interest rate matter for investment decisions through their distributional impact on internal cash flow.
More specifically, higher nominal lending interest rates increase entrepreneurs' and workers' debt service and are likely to reduce entrepreneurs' internal cash flow and workers' disposable income and, other things being equal, investment and consumption, if c E > c R . In addition, income re-distribution between workers and entrepreneurs also affects investment through the impact of the wage share on internal cash flow. However, this allows the possibility that higher interest rates might not affect investment if workers' income falls, leaving internal cash flow unchanged.
Finally, equation (8) implies that the price level, P, is determined by the mark-up, j, times the index of labor cost, wd, where w is the money wage rate:
9 However, Fazzari et al. (1988 Fazzari et al. ( , 1998 Fazzari et al. ( and 2008 develop dynamic models that also pay attention to the accelerator principle, emphasising the relationship between investment and the change in output. 10 For the sake of our argument the investment function abstracts from entrepreneurs' new borrowing and the capacity utilization. The latter is a standard variable in post-Keynesian-Kaleckian investment equations (see e.g. Blecker 2002 , Hein 2006 . 11 See Minsky (1982 and 1986) , Fazzari/Papadimitriou (1992) and Papadimitriou/Wray (1998) . 12 See the empirical survey by Hubbard (1998) about the relationship between cash flow and investment.
where j > 1 .
Inequality (9) implies imperfect competition in the product market. The mark-up is assumed to cover entrepreneurs' income and the interest (plus principal) paid to rentiers for the business sector's stock of debt. Generally, it could be argued that the higher are the firms' interest payment commitments on outstanding debt, the higher is, ceteris paribus, the markup. Interest obligations of firms are likely to be among the factors that affect the mark-up in price-setting, the rate of inflation as well as the functional distribution of income. 13 Hein (2006 and distinguishes between two cases to account for the interest effect on prices and distribution: a) an interest inelastic mark-up in which rising debt obligations leave prices and hence workers' income untouched, and hence affect entrepreneurs' cash flow Y E adversely; b) an interest elastic mark-up in which an increase in interest payments is passed to prices, and, ceteris paribus, negatively affects (i) the real burden of debt of entrepreneurs and workers and hence rentiers' income from lending; (ii) the real wages, w/P = 1/jd, which may encourage workers to demand higher wages triggering conflict inflation. The successful shifting of variations in the interest part of entrepreneurs' cash outflows to prices is supposed to depend on the degree of price competition in the product market and on the relative powers of entrepreneurs and trade unions in the labour market. In our analysis below we only consider the case of an interest-inelastic mark-up.
Furthermore, it is reasonable to argue that higher debt cash payment commitments by workers are likely to positively affect their wage rate demands, the labour cost and hence prices. Our assertion relies on the contributions of Taheri (1995) and Palley (2003) , who have argued that there is a positive relation between nominal wage demands and workers' financial obligations. Consequently, it is possible that workers demand a higher wage rate when they face higher interest payments to rentiers for their stock of debt. Therefore, the relationship between interest rates and inflation is not simple and clear cut. In NCMs when the interest rate increases, aggregate demand and output slows down and inflation decreases, as it is shown by the Phillips Curve. In a post-Keynesian economy, interest payments could be perceived as a channel through which higher rentiers' demands for interest income and hence higher lending interest rates at any level of production, demand and debt are likely to activate inflationary pressures directly, through the interest cost of production, and indirectly, through the stimulation of conflicting claims between workers and entrepreneurs. Thus, the debt payments commitments of workers and entrepreneurs are likely to operate as monetary channels through which changes in the central bank's policy rate and in the mark-up set by the rentier sector affect the rate of inflation. This channel provides the ground for a new look at the incomes claim conflicts process in a capitalist 13 This assertion relies on the neo-Ricardian and post-Keynesian literature (see e.g. Panico 1988 , Moore 1989 , Pivetti 1991 , Argitis 2001 , Hein 2006 that consider interest payments to be a part of the production cost that may be passed on to prices. This idea has been recently formalized in post-Keynesian/Kaleckian price-setting equations (see e. economy, and in particular at the role that rentiers' interest income demands may have on inflation, income distribution and the income generating process, as has recently been modeled by Hein and Stockhammer (2010) .
We solve the model for the short-run goods market equilibrium assuming given debtincome ratios, wage shares and mark-ups. The equilibrium values for the real incomes of the economy as a whole and of the three groups, Y/P, Y E /P, Y W /P, Y R /P, are as follows:
If we assume that 1 - c E -α 1 > 0 for stability reasons, the numerator in equation (10) must be positive for the equilibrium output to be positive. Let us now explore the income and distribution effects of variations in r. Taking the partial derivatives of Y/P, Y E /P, Y W /P and Y R /P with respect to r, we get the expressions which follow: 
Equations (14), (15) and (16) Rochon and Setterfield (2007) argue that there are two different post-Keynesian approaches to interest rate policy-making, the »activist rule« and the »parking-it rule«, which form what Rochon (2007) calls the post-Keynesian reaction to the rise of »new consensus macroeconomics« and to the central banks' interest rate policy based on versions of the Taylor rule.
A post-Keynesian interest rate policy
These two approaches share certain features: a) the exogenous and administrative nature of interest rate policy applied by central banks independently from market forces, as well as an endogenous process of money supply; b) the non-existence of a »natural« interest rate, or a Wicksellian rate, that is guaranteeing full employment; c) a cost-determined view of inflation that pays attention to conflicting claims over income and wealth; d) the focus on stabilization by fiscal policy; and e) the focus of macroeconomic policy on employment and growth. Despite the abovementioned similarities, the two approaches emphasise different interest rate operating procedures, although they agree upon the necessity of a cheap money policy.
More specifically, the »activist rule« approach rests on the use of the short-term nominal (or real) interest rate to fine-tune the economy. Moreover, emphasis is on the capacity of central banks to exercise power over the short-term interest rate and to change it in accordance with their overriding economic objectives, preferably growth and employment. Rochon and Setterfield (2007) observe that this approach shares much with the »new consensus« approach to central banking, because it pays attention to the importance of setting the short-term interest rate according to the central bank's reaction function, in which the weight of inflation should be relatively low. Moore (1989 and ) describes a reaction function that incorporates short-term interest rates as a dependent variable of a number of exogenous factors, such as estimations about the state of aggregate demand, the economy's responsiveness to interest rate changes, the liquidity of the financial system, and the political-electoral behaviour of a country. The thrust of Moore's argument is that central banks should set the interest rate pro-cyclically in order to keep the economy in line with a range of macroeconomic goals, e.g. full employment, price stability, growth, income distribution, etc. Palley (2006 and argues that if the economy is wage-led then there is a backwardbending Phillips curve that generates a minimum unemployment rate of inflation (MURI). Palley proposes that central banks should set the interest rate to generate a level of nominal demand growth consistent with hitting the MURI. If the economy is profit-led, then optimal monetary policy will involve a trade-off between lower unemployment and higher wages versus lower growth. Palley notes that an appropriate interest rate policy depends on the settings of fiscal policy and recommends institutional reforms such as financial intermediary balance sheet regulations predicated on asset-based reserve requirements for the stability of the financial system. Fontana and Palacio-Vera (2006: 55) develop an »asymmetrical opportunistic« approach asserting that »the short-run output-inflation trade off has a (relatively wide) flat section or range of output values for which inflation is roughly constant«. They claim that as long as current output does not exceed the upper bound of the flat section of the short-run outputinflation trade off, lower interest rates may increase current and potential output without pushing inflation up. Consequently, they propose the manipulation of short-term interest rates to encourage the growth rate of output and employment in the short run and achieve price stability in the long run.
As it has already been mentioned, it is not our purpose in this paper to critically consider the two post-Keynesian approaches. However, it is worthwhile to make some remarks on the »activist approach«. Gnos and Rochon (2007) question the choice of post-Keynesians to propose a reaction function as an appropriate strategy for central banks to set their policy rate. The thrust of their argument is that there are many factors, such as exchange rates, unemployment, growth, and productivity that may influence or, even more, constrain the decisions taken by central banks when they set interest rates. Gnos and Rochon (2007) further argue that a post-Keynesian view on central banking must recognise that interest rate policy should be carefully weighted against many objectives, such as output, unemployment, capacity utilization and income distribution. They note that the use of a reaction function endogenises interest rate policy. Gnos and Rochon (2007) conclude that in this context, the stabilising capacity of a reaction function framing for monetary policy shall be deemphasised, so that to eliminate what Rochon and Setterfield (2007) have called a »monetary policy dominance« in policy-making. Wray (2007) also questions the use of discretionary monetary policy for three major reasons: first, the existence of a simple relationship between inflation and interest rates; second, an active use of interest rates is likely to disrupt financial markets; and third, an active monetary policy conflicts with the »euthanasia« of the rentier sector.
Asensio and Hayes (2009) dispute the feasibility of the »activist rule« approach on the grounds of the uncertainty that characterizes the conventional character of the long-term interest rates. They argue that these rules depend on the assumption that the adjustment of the long-term interest rate is possible to reach as an ideal target; whereby monetary policy has the potential to achieve its major objectives. Asensio and Hayes (2009) pinpoint the shifting nature of the state of confidence, which, due to changes in the liquidity preferences of the commercial banks and the participants in the financial markets (see also Lavoie 1999) , is likely to reduce the control that central banks might have over the long-term interest rate through their policy rate.
On the other hand, the »parking-it« approach acknowledges the capacity of central banks to administratively set the short-term interest rates, but it does not include a reaction function type of analysis of central banking. Instead, it prefers to specify a rule that sets a value for the nominal (or real) policy rate that should be invariant over the course of the business cycle. Besides, this approach adopts Keynes's concern about the destabilising nature of rentier capitalism and disputes the fine-tuning role of interest rate policy and the importance of the interest rate in regulating aggregate output and employment. However, Rochon and Setterfield (2007) and Wray (2007) argue that what central banks must do is to stop using the interest rate as a short-run fine-tuning policy tool, especially as a tool to fight inflation (see also Davidson 2006) . Rochon and Setterfield (2007) identify three variations of the »parking-it« approach according to their perception and treatment of the »euthanasia« of the rentier class. First, the »Smithin rule« (Smithin 2007) , which proposes that the »optimal« value of the real interest rate should be zero. Nevertheless, Smithin (2003 and asserts that if capitalism is to persist as a social order, it must include some sort of bargain with the rentier sector, and argues that a more politically reasonable and practical proposition is the real interest rate target to be a small positive constant that preserves, or slightly enhances, the original purchasing power of accumulated financial capital. Consequently, Smithin proposes that central banks should pursue an interest rate policy of »low but positive« real interest rates.
The second rule is known as the »Kansas City rule« and explicitly suggests that central banks should set the nominal interest rate to zero, making the real rate endogenous to the inflation rate. More specifically, Mosler and Forstater (2004) , Wray (2007) and Tymoigne (2009) propose that central banks must set the overnight rate permanently at zero. Wray (2007) calls this policy a »neutral rate« policy, which effectively targets the »euthanasia« of the rentier sector, but is crucially constrained by the exchange rate regime. In particular, Wray suggests that a zero short-term nominal interest rate presupposes a floating exchangerate regime. Wray (2007: 131) argues in favour of the use of a nominal interest rate target, rather than a real target, for two major reasons: »the nominal rate is the relevant variable for economic decisions and it is a rate the central bank can hit with perfect accuracy«. Tymoigne (2009: 112) argues that setting the overnight rate at zero is not an inflationary policy. On the contrary, fluctuations in interest rates are likely to create price instability through a costpush effect and financial instability through speculative incentives.
The third rule is known as the Pasinetti's »fair interest rate« and proposed by Hein and Stockhammer (2010) , Setterfield (2009) , Gnos amd Rochon (2007) , Rochon and Setterfield (2007) , Kriesler and Lavoie (2007) , Lavoie (1999) and Lavoie and Seccareccia (1999) . The thrust of this rule is that the »fair« rate of interest maintains the purchasing power of funds that are borrowed or lent and hence preserves the intertemporal distribution of income between borrowers and lenders (Lavoie 1999: 4) . The rule proposed is that the real interest rate should be »equal to the rate of increase in the productivity of the total amount of labour that is required, directly or indirectly, to produce consumption goods and to increase productive capacity« (Lavoie 1999: 4) . Thus Pasinetti's »fair rate rule« supposes that the rate of interest should not be used to change the distribution of income, but to neutralize the distributional impact of monetary policy. Consequently, Pasinetti's rule does not imply the »euthanasia« of the rentier sector; instead it guarantees rentiers' income share in distribution. Rochon and Setterfield (2007: 26) observe that Pasinetti's rule »sees the rentier class as a necessary evil«. Lavoie (1996: 537) remarks that »the relative situation of the rentiers in the social hierarchy stays the same, whatever economic conditions«. Asensio and Hayes (2009) remark that feasibility, due to uncertainty, is also a question for the »parking-it« rules, which aim to set the real (or nominal) rate of interest at a target or ideal level. These rules are likely to be feasible in favourable circumstances, and especially when we desire to know the ideal policy. Asensio and Hayes (2009) note that in the cases of the »Smithin's rule« and Pasinetti's »fair rate rule« the feasibility problem becomes more complicated because central banks, in order to set the real interest rate, must know the price of liquidity, i.e. the long-term nominal rate which is conventionally determined, and the expected inflation rate. They argue that in an uncertain world, monetary authorities are unlikely to control the long-term real interest rate. Asensio and Hayes (2009) dispute the capacity of central banks to achieve these twin objectives with only one policy instrument, i.e. the overnight real rate, and their constrained capacity to influence the prevailing view about the long-term interest rate.
Furthermore, Asensio and Hayes (2009) argue that the Kansas City rule is not subject to such a limitation, because the short-term nominal interest rate is strongly associated with the central bank's overnight rate. However, they dispute Wray's (2007) call for the »euthanasia« of rentiers by means of the ideal goal of a zero short-term nominal rate. They assert that Keynes, in chapter 24 of the General Theory, suggests the management of the rate of interest in a way that it induces investment, given aggregate consumption, to the level of full employment. In this context, Asensio and Hayes (2009) propose that the interest rate should not be maintained at a low fixed level unconditionally, but adjusted to the levels that ensure full employment, given the marginal efficiency of capital, the aggregate propensity to consume, the volatility of confidence, and conventions. For Asensio and Hayes (2009), a feasible monetary policy must take into account the conventional nature of the long-term interest rate. However, this is a difficult task because monetary authorities are unable to drive the market's view when the future is uncertain.
Arguably, in Keynes's General Theory, a fundamental presupposition for a capitalist economy to achieve full employment is the »euthanasia« of interest, which, under certain conditions, implies the »euthanasia« of the rentier class (see e.g. Argitis 2009 ). The existence of money and interest, which imply a positive short-term or long-term interest rate, is a fundamental obstacle to full employment, because it holds the marginal efficiency of capital above the full employment level. In the chapters 11 and 17 of the General Theory, Keynes (1936) conceptualises interest as a monetary phenomenon, which, in the framework of the General Theory, is explicitly associated with the failure of aggregate demand to meet aggregate supply. Therefore, these two chapters should be taken into consideration in a more thorough manner. More specifically, in chapter 17, entitled »The Essential Properties of Interest and Money«, Keynes generalises the theory of interest to all assets and demonstrates how the own-rate of interest on money »rules the roost«, and why it therefore has »predominating practical importance« in analysing the conditions of capital accumulation (see e.g. Dillard 1948 , Robinson 1961 , Davidson 1978 , Rotheim 1981 , Chick 1983 , Rogers 1989 . Davidson (1978) argues that when the price of money (interest rate) is an alternative preferable to producing new capital assets (investment) or to utilizing existing capital assets, employment of labour will decline. Thus, when it is the highest of all own-rates of interest, the money rate is strategic in impeding new investment, eradicating the likelihood of attaining the full employment of resources. The existence of interest and uncertainty in a laissez-faire policy environment leads to investors in real assets preferring to leave some of the plants idle rather than operate them. This is why Keynes saw rentiers' income as the target of policy interventions in order to increase the propensity to consume, the inducement to invest and economic efficiency. The income received by the rentier sector brings about a cumulative process of contraction in both the consumption and investment expenditures, and hence in output and employment.
Thus, Wray's (2007) suggestion is indeed consistent with Keynes's monetary theory and social philosophy, although it is correctly perceived by Asensio and Hayes (2009) to be an ideal rule. On the other hand, although Pasinetti's »fair rate rule« does neutralize the effect of an interest rate policy on the distribution of income, it guarantees rentiers' income creating barriers to full employment. The same holds, to a lesser extent, for the Smithin's proposal of a low but positive real interest rate rule, which marginally enhances the purchasing power of accumulated financial capital. Thus, the »parking-it« approaches aptly realize the incapacity of monetary policy to stabilize the economy at the full employment level.
An alternative view
In our view the three »parking-it« approaches are a very welcome addition to the postKeynesian monetary literature. However, the following remarks should be taken into account in post-Keynesian interest rate discussions. First, it is worth making a distinction between rentiers' total income and their interest income. Keynes's social philosophy implies the minimization of rentiers' total income and not only the interest income (Argitis 2009 ). Wealthy individuals, private banks, financial institutions, etc. hold debt contracts and receive interest income; however they also receive income from holding other non-interest bearing liquid financial assets, fee-based income as well as income from speculative activities in financial markets. This distinction is important especially in modern financial systems that offer a wide range of liquid financial assets. An interest rate policy, ceteris paribus, might therefore change the intra-rentiers income distribution, liquidity preferences and portfolio compositions.
Second, it is also worth calling to attention that rentiers' interest income is not determined exclusively by the central bank's policy rate, but by the lending interest rate that includes the mark-up set by the rentier sector, as was shown in our model. Expressed differently, even if central banks set the discount rate (nominal or real) equal to zero, the »euthanasia of interest income« might not occur.
Third, it might be reasonable to argue that Keynes's concept of the »euthanasia of rentiers« might put forward his »political aspects of the unfeasibility of full employment of resources in monetary production economies«. Keynes was a brilliant evaluator of the monetary and financial practises, institutions and markets of his time. Moreover, it seems that Keynes had been influenced by Gesell's (1934) critical approach in Natural Economic Order. As a result, Keynes envisioned money (i) as an instrument of power capable of destabilising the market-system and entrepreneurship; and (ii) as a barrier to continuous full employment of resources (Dillard 1942 ).
Keynes developed a theory to analyse the economic and social consequences of rentier practises in capitalism and a policy program to underpin entrepreneurship and to promote employment in a money-using market economy (Davidson 2007) . The »euthanasia of rentiers« seems to be a political concept that can function as a guiding tool to create the institutional architecture, which is necessary for the formation of monetary policy that targets the minimization of rentiers. That has been espoused by Davidson and Davidson (1996) who claimed that such a monetary policy is rather necessary to establish a »civilised society«.
Keynes's pragmatism must drive the design of a post-Keynesian interest rate policy to acknowledge that the non-utilization of resources and the presence of rentiers' nonfunctional income are the inevitable accompaniments of the existence and the function of money contracts, financial markets and financial institutions in capitalist economies. A successful interest rate policy ought to be measured by its contribution to full employment, real growth and a more equitable income distribution and shall be conducted in a way that creates institutions which (i) constrain the speculative activities and the income received by rentiers; (ii) reallocate finance towards entrepreneurship and productive activities; (iii) create positive expectations for entrepreneurs about future returns from holding real assets; (iv) create conditions that prevent a fall in the income of wage-earners; (v) make money and credit markets less vulnerable to animal spirits. Furthermore, and bearing in mind the post-Keynesian/Kaleckian literature, higher lending interest rates and higher rentiers' interest income might be a source of inflationary pressures, through the wage-setting and the price-setting processes, distributional changes and conflicts.
The underlying principle of our view about a post-Keynesian interest rate policy is that it must be designed within a broader institutional setting. Post-Keynesians agree that central bank's interest rate is not the appropriate tool to fight inflation. This hypothesis leads us to think that the inflationary pressures that might arise from higher rentiers' demands for interest income and hence from higher nominal lending interest rates 15 could be addressed by instituting a Wallich-Weintraub-Davidson 16 type tax-based incomes anti-inflationary mechanism that extends incomes policy to incorporate rentiers' interest income. 17 The idea is that if the nominal lending interest rate is in line with what might be defined as a »conventional productivity improvement«, which takes into consideration the prevailing view as to what the value of lender's risk and intermediation costs are expected to be, the inflationary pressures that might arise from higher interest demands and passed to higher wage and price demands could be mitigated without the depressing effects that are likely to be caused by implementing the »new consensus« interest rate-rules. This tax-based incomes policy (TIP) requires the use of an income tax structure to penalise private banks and financial institutions whose lending interest rates increase in excess of the »conventional productivity improvement«. To the extent that a similar income tax structure penalises workers and entrepreneurs from pushing up wages and the mark-up, distributional conflict with positive feedback effects on inflationary pressures can be avoided.
In this framework, private banks and financial institutions are as much responsible as wage bargaining unions and entrepreneurs for stable inflation rates. Once instituted, TIP releases central bank's interest rate policy from what Davidson (2006) calls the monetarist »incomes policy of fear«, allowing central banks to focus attention on targeting entrepreneurship, employment and financial stability, without the fear of inflationary expectations. Furthermore, a »conventionally« defined productivity growth rate is a socially constructed variable that could be higher, equal or lower than the labour productivity growth rate included in Pasinetti's »fair rate rule«. Thus, rentiers' interest income shares will adjust to the historically prevailing conventions and ethics about the role of rentiers as well as the distribution of power in society.
Fundamentally, an incomes policy to avoid interest rate-induced inflation involves a redirection of the conventional emphasis. For the »new consensus« economists, to control inflation, effective demand must be depressed via higher interest rates, and the ensuing unemployment dampens, indirectly, wage and price increases. This conservative policy has a specific social target, the workers, and certain distributional effects in favour of the rentier sector, regardless of the possibility that the inflationary pressures might have been stimulated by prior increases in interest rates. This policy disrupts the market forces and generates uncivilised social effects. An incomes policy mechanism projects a direct attack to any source of inflationary money incomes demands and can thus reduce the possibility of a trade-off between inflation and unemployment, which ultimately benefits workers. The success of incomes policy indeed crucially depends on socio-political institutions and processes rather than purely economic circumstances.
16 See Wallich/Weintraub (1971), Davidson (1978 and . 17 Our suggestion extends the related post-Keynesian research, which principally recommends incomes policy as a policy tool to mitigate only upward wage and price pressures. See Hein (2002 and for reviews of the literature on wage bargaining coordination. See also Hein (2006 and , Kriesler/Lavoie (2007) , Setterfield (2007) , Lima/Setterfield (2008) , Hein/Stockhammer (2010) for the implementation of wage bargaining and the importance of incomes policy in post-Keynesian models.
Given an incomes tax mechanism to implement an anti-inflationary incomes policy, and in the absence of a Wicksellian »natural« interest rate, an effective post-Keynesian central bank should set its policy rate intending to regulate the profitability of the rentier sector that is the expected profit from lending. More specifically, our post-Keynesian interest rate policy also incorporates the idea of central banks to supply and manage reserves setting the discount rate as low as possible. However, central banks should keep their policy rate there permanently, under the condition that the rentier sector allocates resources towards productive activities. By keeping the discount nominal interest rate permanently low (or at zero), and under the assumption that the lending interest rate equals the »conventional« productivity growth rate, central banks allow the rentier sector to make the maximum profits from lending. In addition, central banks create the confidence that is necessary in forming stable and positive expectations about long-term interest rates as well as about profit from lending in productive investments. So the rentier sector becomes accustomed, sees the future trends of financial markets and all private agents might adjust their liquidity preferences accordingly.
On the other hand, if private banks and financial institutions allocate finance at the expense of productive uses, then central banks must increase their policy rate to squeeze rentiers' interest income. This type of policy discretion in conjunction with an incomes tax policy might induce changes in liquidity preferences and portfolio choices of the banking sector, wealth holders and debt holders that might promote consumption, productive investments, employment and growth without increasing inflation.
Furthermore, this interest rate discretion allows central banks, as controllers of the financial system, to encourage private bankers to increase liquidity as long as the economy has significant idle resources that could be usefully employed. This interest rate policy, arguably, satisfies Keynes's claims that in a world of nonergodic uncertainty, the central bank must have as primary function to provide sufficient liquidity to facilitate economic expansion and growth, and counteract the effects of financial speculation and asset price bubbles, promoting a civilised economic and social order.
However, this framework of post-Keynesian interest rate policy does not imply the »euthanasia of the rentier income«. It rather pinpoints the impossibility for a civilised society to reach the full employment of resources by means of monetary policy in a world where money and financial markets are crucial institutions. This judgment supports the critiques to the »natural« interest rate and to the capacity of the Wicksellian rate to guarantee full employment. Furthermore, this judgment reveals the necessity to exploit the capacity of fiscal policy to target full employment. The absence of discretionary fiscal policy in the NCMs is a significant constraint to macroeconomic stabilization as it has been observed by Arestis and Sawyer (2003 and , Angeriz and Arestis (2009) and Hein and Stockhammer (2010) . Substantially at odds with the »new consensus« framework that conceives monetary policy as the perfect substitute for incomes and fiscal policies, our viewpoint conceives fiscal policy as primarily responsible for the management of effective demand at the full employment level and central banks' interest rate policy as supplement to incomes and fiscal policies, so that an economy can operate closer to full employment without the inflationary risk of excess demand. Our view is in line with a growing body of post-Keynesian research (Gnos/ Rochon 2007 , Smithin 2007 , Wray 2007 , Rochon/Setterfield 2007 , Tymoigne 2009 , Hein/ Stockhammer 2010 , which suggests the revitalisation of full policy-mix proposals on the following principles: a countercyclical use of fiscal policy; the use of incomes policy to fight inflation; and an interest rate policy to target rentiers' income.
Conclusions
In light of the growing concern of post-Keynesians to develop an alternative monetary strategy and interest rate policy to inflation-targeting and to the »Taylor's rule«, this paper seeks to contribute to the literature by discussing a post-Keynesian interest rate policy procedure. We have developed a simple macroeconomic model as a starting point in order to show the effects that interest rate policies might have on income distribution, cash flow and output. The normative implications of our model stand in contrast to the implications of the NCMs.
So far, we have argued that the advantage of a post-Keynesian interest rate policy is that its realism should be grounded in the institutional structure of modern monetary economies and derive a richer set of policy options that incorporate incomes policy and fiscal policy. We do not suggest the use of countercyclical interest rate policy. Instead, we argue in favour of »parking« the lending interest rate at a given level determined by a »conventionally« defined productivity growth rate; and central banks should apply discretion in using their policy rate to target the profitability of the banking sector from lending, conditional on funds provided to entrepreneurs to finance investment in real assets. In this way central banks could contribute to macroeconomic policy objectives, such as employment, growth, a more equitable income distribution. However, we argue that macroeconomic stabilization and full employment presuppose the use of fiscal policy and incomes policy to move capitalism towards a more civilised order.
